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TARGETED SKILLS: 

Discipline: Soil quality monitoring 
- Identifying in colloquial language some specific notions regarding soil quality indicators 
- Acknowledging the importance of quality indicators in real life Disciplinary literacy 
- Reading comprehension Social-emotional learning 
- Being able to understand perspectives and empathise with others 

 
RATIONALE 

The lesson is an introduction to the study unit Chemical indicators of quality. In the following lessons, we 
will study the chemical indicators in detail, how to determine them, what materials/devices we need to 
determine them in practice and how to proceed so as to obtain correct results. 
Since this is the first lesson of the chapter, I aimed to challenge the students to explore the purpose/role 
of determining these indicators, as well as the great importance they have in real life. 
The students are asked to read a two-page text (A4 size sheet), employing a reading strategy. This is an 
opportunity to learn a method for monitoring one’s own understanding of information within a text, 
which can then be used in the learning process at every discipline. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
At the end of the lesson, students will be able to: 

- Define the concept of pH 
- Identify the factors that influence soil reactions 
- Describe the relationship between different crops and the soils they are cultivated in 
- Explain why it is necessary to use soil amendments 
- Monitor their understanding of information within a text 
- Explain an emotion taking into consideration perspectives from other contexts 

 
PRECONDITIONS 

Students must have Internet access (at home) and use search engines to identify relevant resources on a 
certain topic. 
 

ASSESSMENT 
Throughout the lesson, I will monitor the students’ level of engagement; I will pay special attention to 
how students employ the Interactive Noting System for Effective Reading and Thinking to make sure they 
read carefully, understand the ideas in the text and monitor their understanding of the information. 
I will assess the comprehension of the new contents by asking questions and giving simple tasks during 
class discussion. Potential questions/tasks: 

- When was the concept of pH developed? 
- Name the factors that influence soil reactions 
- Explain why it was necessary to introduce the concept of pH 
- Identify which soils (based on pH) are suitable for each crop 
- Explain what is soil improvement and how it can be achieved 



The assessment of social-emotional learning will be carried out by analysing the explanations provided 
by students during the reflection stage. The analysis will consider the following criteria: 

- the inclusion of an idea explaining what motivated Google to create an event celebrating this 
invention; 

- the explanation contains at least one idea describing specific feelings of gratitude. 
 

RESOURCES AND TIME MANAGEMENT 
Internet connection, projector 
Article: https://www.mediafax.ro/life-inedit/s-p-l-s-rensen-chimistul-care-a-inventat-conceptul-de- 
ph-omagiat-de-google-printr-un-doodle-special-17234196 
Copies of the article: https://agrobiznes.md/de-ce-este-important-sa-cunosti-ph-ul- solului-si-cum-
acesta-poate-fi-reglat.html (Appendix 1) – each student receives a copy 
Copies of work instructions for students - Interactive Noting System for Effective Reading and Thinking 
(Appendix 2) - each student receives a copy. 
Techniques: structured discussions, Interactive Noting System for Effective Reading and Thinking, Five-
minute essays 
Time management: 2 hours (evocation: 20 minutes; realisation of meaning: 60 minutes; reflection: 15 
minutes; feedback: 5 minutes). 

 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES: 

 
Evocation 

Structured discussion with the whole class about acidity/alkalinity; to make sure that the students’ 
thoughts are focused on the topic at hand, we can ask them to discuss the answers to certain 
questions with a classmate. 
The starting question of the structured discussion: You have learned about acids and bases. Reflect for 
one minute and then share with a classmate near you what you think constitutes the link between 
acidic/alkaline substances and the concept of pH. 

The students’ answers are collected and the discussion continues; students will be asked to 
provide arguments (e.g.: Why do you think it is important to know whether a soil sample is acidic 
or alkaline?; Do you think there is a specific link between soil acidity/alkalinity and type of crop? 
Does this influence crop yield?). 
The ideas expressed by students are written on the blackboard. 
 

Realisation of meaning 
Interactive Noting System for Effective Reading and Thinking - students read the text (Appendix 1) using 
the method. The text describes the acidic/alkaline reaction of soil, its influence on various types of crops 
and what soils are best for each. 
Upon reading the text, students will check whether their answers from the structured discussion match 
the ideas in the text. Since this is the first time using this method, students will have to be instructed what 
to do (as such, each student will receive a copy of Appendix 2 at the beginning of the activity). Each student 
receives a copy of Appendix 1 and they start reading using the Interactive Noting System for Effective 
Reading and Thinking. The activity will be monitored. If the students understood the instructions, they will 
continue the activity. If we notice one of the students did not understand the assignment, they will receive 
support. If multiple students did not understand the assignment, the activity is suspended and the method 
is demonstrated using the first paragraph as example. After that, the students carry on reading employing 
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the method, until all of them have finished. 
The students who finish reading and annotating the text faster will copy the Appendix 2 table in their 
notebooks. After that, they will fill out the table. 
After all the students have finished reading, we will have a discussion on the paragraphs marked with – or 
?. We will encourage identifying the answers in the text (by carefully reading the paragraph providing the 
answers), but if the text does not contain the required answers, the other students will be encouraged to 
share them (if they know). Otherwise, all the students will be encouraged to look up the information on 
the Internet and share the possible answers at the start of the next lesson. 
We compare the validity of the ideas written on the blackboard after the evocation stage with the 
information provided in the text. 
   

Reflection 
We will follow together the article at the link: https://www.mediafax.ro/life-inedit/s-p-l-s-rensen- 
chimistul-care-a-inventat-conceptul-de-ph-omagiat-de-google-printr-un-doodle-special-17234196 
Five-minute essay. Task: Explain why you think Google deemed it appropriate to celebrate this 
invention. 

 
EXTENSION 

Homework 
Select two species from the list: 
lavender, aloe vera, rhododendron, blueberry, raspberry, blackcurrant, sea-buckthorn, basil, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, beet. Mention for each: physical properties of the soil, optimal pH for development, how 
to correct pH if not suitable for optimal plant growth and what substances to use. 
 

THE TEACHER’S REFLECTIONS 
The lesson is an introduction to the study unit Chemical indicators of quality. In the following lessons, we 
will study the chemical indicators in detail, how to determine them, what materials/devices are needed 
to determine them in practice and how to proceed so as to obtain accurate results. 
Since this is the first lesson of the chapter, I aimed to challenge the students to explore the purpose/role 
of determining these indicators, as well as the great importance they have in real life. 
The students are asked to read a two-page text (A4 size sheet), employing a reading strategy. This is an 
opportunity to learn a method for monitoring one’s own understanding of information within a text, which 
can then be used in the learning process at every discipline. 
 
It is the second time I have used authentic texts in the classroom and perhaps the lesson went better this 
time. Some students got bored or became impatient, they analysed the text superficially, without 
considering the suggestions. However, there were also students who enjoyed the lesson. They asked 
questions, got involved in the discussions and wanted to find out more information about the topic.  
The lesson was conducive to the development of the targeted competencies, providing to students the 
opportunity to use a reading strategy they can use for every discipline. 
In terms of gathering feedback, I asked the students to fill out a study diary at the end of the lesson.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1 – article https://agrobiznes.md/de-ce-este-important-sa-cunosti-ph-ul-solului-si-cum-
acesta-poate-fi-reglat.html   

Appendix 2 - Work instructions for students - Interactive Noting System for Effective Reading and 
Thinking 

Read the text carefully. While you read, annotate the margins of the sheet with these symbols, which 
mean the following: 

 the information validates something you knew or thought you knew; 

– the information you read invalidates or differs from what you knew or thought you knew; 

+ the information is new to you; 

? the information is confusing or you want to find out more about something. 

Reflect on what you have read. Copy the table below in your notebook and fill out each column by 
summarising the paragraphs you marked with each corresponding symbol. 

 

information validated by 
the text 

information invalidated 
by the text 

new information that 
has not been 
encountered before 

uncertain, confusing 
information that is 
worth checking 

 - + ? 
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